one of the authors, has been engaged in the study of the lead sulphide photoconductive cell 1)2) and several kinds of optical instruments 3)4)5) using the lead sulphide cell as a light detector.
When the lead sulphide cell is used as a light detector of photometric apparatus , the D. C. bias voltage is applied to the lead `' sulphide cell and the incident light chopping sector or chopper is necessary to amplify the out put signal of the lead sulphide cell by the A. C. amplifier .
The purpose of this study is to carry out the A . C. amplification of the out put signal of the lead sulphide cell without using any mechanical incident light ohopping device.
In order to accomplish this purpose, the authors have made the experiments of A. C. biasing of the lead sulphide cell and have obtained the satisfactory results.
The experimental procedure and the results obtained are reported in the present paper.
Experiments
Fig . 1 shows the principle of photometric apparatus using the chopper of the 'incident light and Fig . 2 shows the block diagram of photometric apparatus using the A. C. biased lead sulphide cell as a light detector.
From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , the difference between the apparatus using the chopper of the incident light and As is shown in Fig . 4 . two channels circuits consist of reference side circuit and detector side cicuit .
Out put signal of the audio signal generator is divided in two, the reference side signal and the The reference side signal is phase inverted by V1
and given to the mixer.
Fig.4 Circuit diagram of the A. C. biased apparatus
The detector side signal is applied to the lead sulphide cell as a bias voltage and after being modulated by the incident light, also given to the mixer.
As the phase difference between the reference side signal and the detector side signal is T, both signals cancel mutually and the resultant signal being produced after mixing both signals, is the difference between the reference side signal and the detector side signal.
The regulations of these circuits are as follows.
(1) So regulate the variable registor VR2 as the amplification factor of the detector side circuit :including the mixer to be unity. C. biased one, the out put of respective apparatusto the same incident light was measured.
The gain of the main amplifier was kept constant through the experiments.
Results
Fig . 6 shows the wave form of the out put of the D. C. biased lead sulphide cell, Fig. 7 shows that of the sine wave A. C. biased one and Fig. 8 shows that of the-square wave A. C. biased one. This predominance of the A. C. biasing method isdue to the difference of the number of photons absorbed by the lead sulphide cell per unit time between chopper using case and no chopper using case.
The photocurrent produced by the lead sulphide cell is given by the Eq. (1) 
Discussion and Summary
As mentioned above, the A. C. biased apparatus is predominant in the utilization rate of the incident light.
The results obtained Thre summarized as follows.
(1) The A. C. biased apparatus has better utilization rate of the incident light than that of the D. C. biased apparatus.
(2) The square wave A. C. biased case gives the best result. (4) On account of using the A. C. biasing method, troubles due to the mechanical part are eredicated.
